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The remains of Beverhoudt are situated one and one-half 
miles east of Cruz Bay in the center of St. John. Built along 
Battery Gut, the ruins consist of foundations and part of 
the walls for an animal pen, an animal mill, sugar factory 
a "physician's house," a small warehouse and much of the 
terracing of this once important sugar plantation, now 
owned by the Nature Conservancy.

The : factory is an "L" shaped structure, 52' x 33' on 
the longest side with the top of the "L" being the boiling 
room. This area, one bay deep, retains the foundations of 
the boiling bench, with their brick lined arched fireboxes 
below, in the west wall. The remaining^ 6' high walls are 
masonry rubble, two feet thick, with plaster on both faces. 
The west wall has three bays, the longer south wall five, with 
a rectangular entrance set into the shortest wall forming 
the inside face of the "L". The north wall of the boiling 
room section has an opening to receive the syrup trough 
from the animal mill, located 10 feet to the north. All 
openings in the factory are lined with yellow brick, with the 
splayed jambs plastered. Nothing remains of the wood 
casings, louvers or shutters. Existing evidence suggests that 
the factory once had.a wood framed gable roof with a cross 
gable over the boiling room.

The circular animal mill is enclosed by a rubble wall, 
set dry, two feet in thickness, which reaches a maximum 
height of 5' in the south quadrant, opposite the boiling room 
of.the factory. Approximately 50' in diameter, the foundations 
of the rectangular crushing platform and a number of post holes 
for what was probably a wood framed thatch roof over the 
horse walk and rollers, remain. Partial evidence of the 
sluiceway for the sugar syrup are also visible.

Other unidentified foundation walls and terracing 
remain west of the boiling room of the factory, including 
an 8' x 10' brick lined cistern with its roof missing. 
Foundations and part of the exterior walls for what is referred 
to as a "physician's house" in the records remain southeast 
of the factory. Approximately 20' x 40', the rubble walls, 
now in ruins, ha\fe evidences of a wattle and daub interior 
finish, but little else remains to document the physical 
appearance of this residence. A small (15' x 20') brick and
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

During the 17th and 18th centuries, the Danes joined other 
European nations in securing colonies in the West Indies. The 
Danes hoped that their colonies would provide them with permanent 
sites for their trading and commercial interests. Agriculture 
was to serve as a supplement to the income provided in commerce 
and trading.

The sources of the plantation agriculture in the Danish West 
Indies varied on each island. St. John was cultivated in mostly 
cotton and sugar. From 1720 to 1721 there were 39 plantations on 
St. John and by 1728 the number of plantations had increased to 87. 
All of the island had been parcelled out to individual owners with 
the exception of the fort area at Cruz Bay and the Company Plantage 
(Estate Carolina) which the Danish West Indies Company held. By 
1739 there were 106 plantations on the island. The slave revolt 
of 1733 posed only a temporary deterrent to the growth of plantations 
on St. John.

After the Napoleonic wars, plantation agriculture began to 
decline in the Danish West Indies. Sugar production had expanded 
to other areas such as Cuba and Puerto Rico where more fertile soil 
gave an advantage over the Danish West Indies. Burdened by heavy 
debt, the planters found it impossible to take appropriate measures 
to maintain the soil. Agriculture methods were generally inefficient 
and milling operations were wasteful and uneconomic. Absentee 
landlordism made it difficult to maintain sufficient control over 
the plantations' production. Slavery, which provided the planters 
with cheap labor, was abolished in 1848 and, with the increase in 
operating expenses, many plantations discontinued production.

Estate Beverhoudt is typical of sugar plantations in 
operation during the 18th and 19th centuries. The estate is ncimed 
for John von Beverhout, an early planter of distinction, who defended 
Peter Durloo's Little Cinnamon Bay plantation in the slave revolt 
of 1733. Beverhout is derived from the Dutch words "bever" (beaver) 
and "hout" (wood).
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stone rubble warehouse lies due east of the factory and 
"physician's house." The single wide entrance in the east 
end wall is lined with brick and has the typical splayed 
jambs witja iron pintles indicating double doors. There 
are no other openings except for narrow slits in each of 
the north south side walls resembling rifle ports in military 
construction. The finished top walls with a slightly projecting 
ridge indicate a flat timber framed roof. The remains of a 
series of open to the air animal pens and stables exist north 
of the animal mill, opposite the at grade entrance to the 
elevated horse walk. The five foot high walls are stuccoed 
rubble, finished with a lime concrete triangular cap.
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The 1780 and 1800 Oxholm maps show Beverhoudt Plantation 
as a well established sugar estate surrounded by a good deal 
of open land. In 1780 there was a treadmill for the sugar 
factory and three larger and two smaller structures, the 
latter two being in the estate's slave village.

The ruins of the factory and physician's house are of 
architectural significance as examples of the design and 
construction techniques used during the period. The plan 
of the factory is one of two layouts used in the sugar 
industry and can be considered typical. The physician's 
house retains rare examples of wattle and daub.
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Verbal Boundary Description:

The boundary of the nominated property is that shown 

in red on the attached property map.

GPO 892 455
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